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CHARACTER OFTHE SHEARWAVE CONVERSIONS

POSSIBLEMECHANISMS FROM INTERPRETATION OF FIELD EXAMPLES

THE USE OFNEAR-OFFSET SHEARWAVE CONVERSIONS

It is standard to record n

The shear-wave conversions may be identified after

possess the following characteristics:
1) amplitudes comparable with the horizontal projection of the -wave motion (which in turn

is a factor of 20 lower than the vertical motion);
2) transmitted and reflected events do not necessarily occur at changes in V ;

3) it is common to find only transmitted or reflected events at an interface;
4) energy distributed on both, or one, of the horizontal components;
5) low velocity hyperbolic-shaped events.

Modelling and analysis of the field data have shown that (1)above may be easily explained by a few
degrees of incidence, due to the small offsets or dip of the geological surfaces, combined

Shear wave conversions do provide additional information about the reservoir for no extra cost beyond
simple processing. They can indicate zones of property change, particularly shear zones that may relate to
horizontal permeability. Furthermore, if the VSP is properly designed it can provide a cost-effective way
to monitor the degree of persistence of reservoir permeability laterally along the well trajectory.

P

o an appropriate change in density and shear modulus - the transmission and reflection
coefficients form a simple relationship that can adequately explain (2) and (3) above;

o a thin high or low velocity layer (with a density or shear modulus change), see Figures 1 and 2;
o open fractures parallel to the bedding - in addition it is also possible that (4) above can be explained

by open fault terminations.

P

ear-or zero-offset VSP with three-component receiver tools. However, the
principal use of these data is to determine model velocities and a high resolution section as an aid to
interpretation of surface seismic data. These objectives are fulfilled using only the vertical component
recordings. This practice neglects valuable additional information contained within the horizontal
component recordings. In particular, despite the almost negligible offsets involved, there is often an
abundance of converted shear waves. The presence of these shear waves has been verified by MacBeth
(1994). The present work offers a deeper insight into some possible generative mechanisms for these
shear waves based on the experience of analysing a range of datasets from different geographical locations.
An assessment is made as to whether such shear wave conversions are of benefit to reservoir description.

minimal processing, involving application of a low
pass filter with 20Hz cut off , downgoing deconvolution and rotation about the vertical axis to align the
P-wave polarizations. Examples of the final product are shown in Figures 1 and 2. In general, the
conversions

with one of
several possible situations:

The various causative mechanisms can be differentiated using a combination of logs and modelling of
wave behaviour, although ambiguities do arise. Another ambiguity relates to (4), for which either
out-of-plane dip of the converting interface or subsurface anisotropy may give similar results at the
signal-to-noise of the data. This can be resolved for certain reservoir lithology and an appropriately
designed acquisition geometry (MacBeth 1996).et al.
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Figure 1. Converted shear waves from rig-source VSP data shot in a vertical well.

The clearest shear waves are identified by A, C, D and B.

Figure 2. Converted shear waves from a boat source VSP. Events C and H

are from the top of the reservoir layers.
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